
A VIEW FROM THE TOWER

I have always been fasci-
nated by the different ways
you can view a case. To a
practicing lawyer handling a
case there is the exhilaration
of discovering that a case
helps you and the despair
when a case seems to doom
your client's case.

During my teaching career
I looked at cases from differ-
ent perspectives. How would
it teach in the classroom? Did Justin Sweet
it clarify a legal rule by show-
ing how it operated? Did it show how a judge's mind
worked? Did it show skill or stupidity of the lawyers? Will
the rule announced be one to that lawyers who plan transac-
tions can adapt? Did it demonstrate the folly or good sense
of the law? I could go on but I think you get the point.

Despite having completed my American teaching, I still
use that detached, multi-faceted, clinical approach when I
write about law. I view a case cubistically, looking at its
various planes and facets. Let me illustrate.

I am putting the finishing touches on a book on con-
struction law. I was going over 'pay when paid' clauses. I
dislike this generic term, as it describes one of two possible
interpretations. But it is serviceable and I will use it.

I had described the law rather simply but I thought accu-
rately. The parties by contract can create a forfeiture out-
come (sub doesn't get paid for his work) but the law
requires that this be very, very clear in the contract. No dis-
pute, I believe, on that.

At the same time I decided to read the April issue of
Construction Lawyer. I did what I have been doing for
years. I turned to John Hinchey's "Hard Hat Case Notes."
(While it would be more difficult, I wish we had "Hard Hat
Statutory Notes.")

I gasped as I saw two "pay when paid" cases. Enough
already! But I was stunned when I read his excerpts and
later the cases themselves. Everyone knows that courts
often stretch and even rape the language to favor the sub.
But these cases introduced two NEW ways to help subs.

In West-Fair Elec. Contractors v. Aetna, 87 N.Y.2d 148,
638 N.Y.S.2d 394, 661 N.E.2d 967, 1995 LEXIS 4448
(1995), the Court of Appeals of New York advised the Sec-
ond Federal Circuit Court that under New York law such a
clause, even a very well drafted one, would not be
enforced. Enforcement would frustrate the New York Lien
Law that precluded lien waivers unless the sub has been
paid.

The other case comes from California. It, as did the
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West-Fair case, involved whether such a clause would pro-
vide a defense to a surety. While the West-Fair case did not
have to face the issue as it declared the clause void, the
California intermediate appellate court in W.R. Clarke
Corp. v. Safeco, 38 Cal. App. 4th 1655, 46 Cal. Rptr. 2d
183, 1995 Cal. App. LEXIS 989 (1995) held the surety
could not use this as a defense. The California Supreme
Court granted a review so the case cannot be cited in Cali-
fornia litigation. As I write, the court is receiving briefs,
including amicus briefs.

Let me note my many reactions.
First, drafters are getting better. In the West-Fair case the

contract clearly labeled the clause as creating a condition
precedent. (Didn't help, though.) Even more, in the Clarke
case the contract stated that, in addition to the condition
precedent language, that as yet no loan had been approved,
that the sub assumed the risk of not being paid, that the
prime will have no obligation to pay the sub unless he is
paid, that the sub won't try to collect from the prime and
that the prime will have no obligation to sue the owner.
Couldn't say it any more clearly or more often. (Might not
help the surety.)

Second, in my April 1995 Tower column, I noted that
national AGC, ASA, and ASC agreed on language for their
standard contracts that stated subs didn't take the ultimate
risk. This shocked the California AGC. It did the opposite
in its standard contract. But the West-Fair case holds that
even clear condition language won't work in New York and
the Clarke case shows it may not work against the surety in
California. Maybe the National had it right. Even clear
drafting won't help. So give up and put the ultimate risk on
the prime. (Stan Sklar tells me primes are not using the
national solution.)

Third, I admire the inventiveness of the lawyers that
convinced the New York Court in the West- Fair case. Take
a bow, Thomas H. Welby and whoever wrote the amicus
brief for the ASA!

Fourth, these courts show little skill in this area. The
West-Fair opinion, without dissent, by dictum suggested
that under New York Lien Law the sub has a money claim
against the owner. (Anything is possible in lien law,
though.) Oh how the once mighty New York Court of
Appeals has fallen! What a comedown from the days of
Cardozo, Andrews, et al.

The Clarke opinion equates contractual reservation of
lien rights with reserving a right to look to the surety. Nor
does it seem to consider that almost certainly the surety
who pays will look to its principal debtor prime. This will
destroy the supposedly valid payment condition clause.

Fifth, both courts assume that lien rights are based upon
unjust enrichment and not simply security for a contract
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claim. It would have been helpful had they discussed this waivers but regulate them?
crucial issue. Seven, it is treacherous to try to state construction law.

Sixth, under the West-Fair rationale what happens in Move over Picasso and Braque!
states, such as California, which do not invalidate lien
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